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CarTrouble

23 things
to think
about... The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Free Car Mag have some suggestions about how to approach
2023.We want you to all be positive and to think about how
you could make your motoring life better. Mostly you have to
question everything, so if you are not down the same rabbit
hole as us, here are some places that you can start digging.

Spread the word and fight back

For a start you could be as cool as Hardy Amies and his
models doing a photo shoot with Ford in the ‘70s.

Resolutions2023
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The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Politicians are never on your side. The above had to borrow a
supermarket worker’s Kia to pretend he was one of us. Yet he is

fully on board with Net Zero, the end game being to stop you
buying a brand new petrol or diesel car in 2030. Politicians do not

understand or like drivers, except the taxes that we pay.

Prime Minister for a few
moments Liz Truss - Biker.
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Small Cars are in danger,
replaced by two ton battery

vehicles. Motor
manufacturers are not

helping matters by deleting
entire model lines, see Ford

Fiesta (Not pictured).
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Local authorities want to put you in a cell. Here is the one that Bath Council will imprison you in...

The Alliance of British Drivers at least will stand up for motorists and
her is a local group making a good point about the London ULEZ.

Avoid any policy dreamt up or recommended by the World Economic
Forum. Always bad, always against the interests of all citizens.
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Resolutions2023

Mostly Buy aCaterham

These are not really resolutions amd nowhere near 23 of them, these are just pointers to what’s going on at the moment
and just a heads up. We really do think that you ought to buy if you can, something interesting So in 2023....
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Introducing KAMM Manufaktur, a new and exciting
automotive brand from Budapest, dedicated to
creating the perfect interpretation of the legendary

912 sports car
ounded by Mikl s K m r in Budapest, ungary,

KAMM focuses solely on the 912 sports car produced
between 19 19 9 enowned for being the lightest of
all the road going 911 912s, but with a better balance
than a typical 911, the 912 may not be an obvious
choice for a restomod, but its slim, simple lines,
outstanding handling and iconic cyliner engine makes
the 912 the perfect choice for a KAMM creation

he KAMM 912c is an ex uisitely engineered,
beautifully built, modern take on the s sports car icon
In an age where electronics take over many of the driver
inputs, the KAMM 912c offers something different in the
world of restomods in that it maintains the charm of a
19 s racer, with sensitive updates, instead of trying to
completely modernise the 912 driving experience

KAMM improves on perfection, without compromise,
building on existing greatness to create the KAMM 912c
aking an original 912, KAMM engineers restore every
donor car to perfection, providing the perfect basis for a
bespoke creation teel is replaced with carbon,
seamlessly blended without trace, ensuring awless t
and nish

KAMM engineers enhance the chassis, brakes
suspension, wheels and tyres and replace all original
elements with brand new, factory parts including lights,
xings, and rubbers

wiss air cooled experts JPS Aircoo assist with
the creation of a bespoke, high performance, 1 hp,
cylinder engine providing the ultimate in reliability
combined with exemplary performance, helped by a kerb
weight of less than kg
Bespoke paint nishes and interior redesign completes
the transformation before a thorough evaluation by
KAMM ounder Mikl s K m r to ensure every 912c is
worthy of the KAMM name ahead of client delivery

hilst the KAMM 912c is perfectly at home on the
race track, the car has also been designed to be used
regularly as a road car KAMM developed the 912c to
appeal to drivers seeking an updated classic racer
experience with a truly analogue feel ear seats can
remain, audio options are suggested, luggage areas are
carefully trimmed, and air conditioning has been added
for cabin comfort on road and track he attention to
detail shines through, as seen in elements such as the
bespoke door mirrors, which not only look beautiful, but
also perform perfectly at speed

Lightweight, simple, absolutely perfect...
Budabest

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Kamm912
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KAMM ounder Mikl s K m r said, he KAMM
912c has been years in the making, and I am proud to
share my vision of the perfect 912 to the world
Budapest has a surprisingly well developed car culture
born out of a desire for individuality uring the
socialistic era, drivers had to be creative, home tuning
whatever cars they could get hold of into race machines
his love of car culture, and a burning desire to make

whatever was available as fast and as beautiful as
possible, spawned a talented and dedicated Budapest
car scene In the 9 s things changed as borders opened
and ungarians gained access to western cars and
ungarian car enthusiasts evolved KAMM is a proud

son of Budapest car culture, striving to turn original
classic cars into fast, reliable, and perfected versions of
themselves, all whilst keeping the analogue driving
experience intact

he KAMM 912c will enter full production in 2 2
priced at 2 , lients may buy a complete car
from KAMM or supply their own 912 for conversion
Bespoke speci cations can be uoted on re uest

Build slots are now available for the rst, strictly
limited, run of the KAMM 912c or more information
email KAMM directly at info kammanufaktur com

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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1412Small perfectly formed and very much boxed...

ScaleModels

Mint&Boxed
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911 Turbo

Mint&Boxed

Globally renowned for its original
specification classic wiper and mirror
products, British Motor Heritage

(BMH) subsidiary Tex Automotive is now
offering an ever increasing range of
enthusiast car parts and accessories, plus
a mouth watering selection of rare or, in
some cases, uni ue mint and boxed
model cars

A collectors goldmine, the selection
has been amassed over many years by
BMH in its role as global licensee for the
Austin, Austin Healey, MG, Morris, over,
Triumph and olseley brands t
comprises everything from one off
prototypes to limited edition runs, all
boxed and in mint condition A selection of
the offerings can be found at
www texautomotive com However, it is
only a fraction of the total stoc , with
more examples being added to the
website all the time, so collectors are
advised to ma e regular visits to the site
in order not to miss out on this exciting
opportunity

urrently viewable are such gems as
the yosho th scale e Mans
Triumph T ( plus AT) and
highly detailed un tar th scale A
Austin Minivan ( plus AT) Also
recently uploaded are a splendid selection
of the orgi th scale Trac side
miniatures that are compatible and
therefore the perfect complement to
gauge model railway layouts ow rarely
obtainable from other sources, these
highly collectable items range from
individual cars and vans priced at ust

plus AT to three piece sets for a
mere plus AT

The classic car parts and accessories
also available at www texautomotive com
include no end of useful items from B
replacement bra e parts to amco silicone
hoses and fuel caps to enovo car care
products, not to mention such ideal and
eminently affordable all year round gifts
as leather driving gloves and branded ey
fobs
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Well Read

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

First copy of new Bugatti EB110 book sells for £39,000

BugattiBook
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AtPebble Beach on 19th August 2022, the first
copy of the recently launched book ‘The
EB110 & The Last Bugatti Ra i g a s’ sold

for a staggering £39,000 ($46,000).
Written by Johann Petit and Pascal van Mele,

and edited by Julius Kruta – Bugatti historian and
former Head of Tradition at Bugatti Automobiles
S.A.S – this ground-breaking 440-page work
contains 700 period photographs, historic images
and original sketches, the majority of which have
never before been published.

Says Julius Kruta, “It is the pictures, as much as
the text, that transport the reader through the
extraordinary tale of the EB110 – the birth, growth
and abrupt end of that remarkable supercar, and
the revolutionary factory behind it. The story of
Romano Artioli’s burning ambition to create a world-
beating car in a futuristic factory – and the tragic
ending to those dreams – reads like a Hollywood
film script. This is a car that set benchmarks and
broke world records – an instant automotive icon –
yet the only references available to the public tend
to be period articles in motoring magazines.”

The springboard for this seminal book was a
shorter work on the last Bugatti racing cars,
launched at Rétromobile in 2020. But such was the
enthusiasm it generated, the editor and authors
decided to start again from scratch, as Kruta
explains:

“When our earlier book on the last Bugatti racing
cars caused a tsunami of interest, we realised there
was a pent-up need for a comprehensive work on
the whole Bugatti EB110 story: something that
captured the dream, the birth, the development, the
dazzling success of the no-expense-spared
fairytale. And, too, its abrupt and tragic end. So we
‘pulled the handbrake’ and started again. It struck
us at the time that this was wholly in keeping with
the EB110 itself, which was fully developed and
finished as an original design with an aluminium
chassis – only for Romano Artioli to ‘pull the
handbrake’ and develop a totally new car, this time
with its famous carbonfibre chassis.

“So this is exactly what we did with our book, 30
years later. We worked tirelessly to acquire many
hundreds of never-before-seen period images of

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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Artioli and other key protagonists, the car and the
goings-on at the factory, and painstakingly crafted
the text to tell the full – at times shocking – tale. We
have now proudly launched the book: The EB110 &
The Last Bugatti Ra i g a s. The fact that at
Pebble Beach, a buyer bid £39,000 for book 001 in
the limited-print run of 330 copies, is overwhelming,
and more than vindicates all our hard work.

“We genuinely believe there will never be another
book like it. As Ettore Bugatti once said, ‘‘if
comparable… it is no longer Bugatti.’’

Book 001 was sold at auction, at the exclusive
Chairman’s inner at Pebble Beach, for £39,000
sterling – with all proceeds going to the Pebble
Beach charity. It was bought by the owner and
curator of The Pearl Collection.

Three versions of the book have been published, with
identical content but three different covers:
110 copies of ‘GT Edition’ (black cover)
110 copies of ‘L Edition’ (blue cover)
110 copies of ‘ Edition’ (silver cover)

ei ht: c. k
i ensions: c c c
or at: ardback
Lan ua e: En lish
ublisher: 110

: 00 0

The book can be bou ht fro ortons ooks Li ited:
contact hortonsbooks.co.uk
hone: (0) 1 1
a : (0) 1 1
www.hortonsbooks.co.uk
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BugattiBook

omano Artioli, the CEO of SNECMA
Jean-Paul Béchat and Gérard Fouilloux
in the Sofitel Hotel in Paris, signing the
legal documents to take over full
ownership and control of the Bugatti
marque.
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London Mayor should
Reveal Charging Plans
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It is fair to say the Conservative Government has
presided over the most anti-motorist polices of
recent times. So here is FairFuelUK's manifesto of
what motorists, van drivers and truckers want from
Li russ's tenancy at um er

*AXE 2030 BAN ON FOSSIL FUEL NEW CAR SALES
The government should immediately remove the threat of
the 2030 ban. Instead, incentivise the move to clean
fuels by motivating industry and entrepreneurs to
develop technologies that will not impact adversely on
the economy, drivers, or businesses. Allow the market to
dictate what clean fuel technology is best and affordable
for all drivers not through costly, divisive and ineffective
mandate.

*CUT FUEL DUTY PROPERLY A 25p cut is appropriate.
Lower fuel taxes boost GDP, jobs, wages, company
investment, consumer spending, lowering inflation and
business costs. Decades of economic incompetence
from successive Governments has kept UK drivers the
highest taxed in the world, being used as cash cows for
the Treasury.

*INTRODUCE PUMPWATCH Government is still
allowing the fuel supply chain to ruthlessly exploit UK’s
drivers completely unchecked. The Treasury’s coffers are
bulging at the seams with extra VAT. An independent
watchdog for fuel prices PumpWatch – a - is way
overdue. It's morally repugnant that this is not up and
running by now.

*END THE WAR ON MOTORISTS by consulting with
drivers themselves. For too long the green lobby has
held too much sway on Whitehall policy making.
Decisions have been made with little consideration for
the economic viability of our towns and cities or why
millions of ordinary folk need vehicles in their everyday
and business lives.

*SCRAP SMART MOTORWAYS: Most drivers will rejoice
that she pledged on Wednesday to rethink hazardous
Smart Motorways and bring back the sanctuary of the
hard shoulder. You are right to do this. No matter how
many statistics are thrown at us to say Smart M-ways are
safer, common sense says that when a 40-ton truck is

bearing down on a broken down car, the only place to
be safe is on the hard shoulder, not stuck on the slow
lane. This is borne out by the Smart Motorways Kill
Campaign which reports that motorways with hard
shoulders have approximately 124 incidents each day
of delay and congestion. But on motorways without a
hard shoulder the number of incidents rises to 1757 –
14 times more.

*RAISE MOTORWAY SPEED LIMIT Britain has the
second lowest maximum speed in Europe at just
113kmh – far off our neighbours in France, for
example, where top speed is 130kmh. Speed limits
make sense. But they should be sensible. Modern
vehicle stopping distances are much shorter than in
years gone by, so a top speed of 0mph on dry, near
empty roads with high visibility is safe. There is
already proof, from research with Heavy Goods
Vehicles that raising the speed limit improves
productivity. One mile an hour increase in the speed
limit would save 50,000 man hours a year.

*SCRAP ULTRA-LOW EMISSION ONES These
expensive, cash- grabbing ideological schemes
strangle businesses, the haulage industry, and our
freedom of transport choice. They hit the poor and
small businesses hardest. Put in place under the
guise of saving the planet, little proof has been shown
that they are cost effective.

*TEAR DOWN LTNs During lockdown, Low Traf c
Neighbourhoods were introduced as part of
temporary’ measures to create more space for
walking and cycling to allow people to travel safely
during the pandemic. Covid has now been controlled
yet LTNs still block our inner-city roads. They cause
division and commercial driver rage. LTNs were
created through funding from the Department of
Transport, so all UK’s tax payers have been fleeced to
make a few streets devoid of the internal combustion
engine.

C I US
C SUL I G U I IS F

I S

Manifesto 2022 - 2023



The New Year is here
what’s next?...

https://youtu.be/8wWYsldOpyo
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BuyNow...



AcAs Europe faces its worst energy crisis in living
memory, Net ero Watch has warned ministers and
MPs in London and Brussels that they have a choice

between exploiting Europe’s untouched fossil fuel
resources or inevitable relegation of the continent to
second world status.

It is matter of real concern that most MPs and
ministers still oppose drilling for gas and oil in European
waters and the North Sea, and even more importantly, still
reject shale gas exploration, blocking a vital energy
resource for Europe’s and the UK’s future.

Europe’s fossil fuel resources are the subject of a new
paper published today by Net ero Watch. The paper
surveys the scale of resources and concludes that they
are large enough to make a signi cant difference to both
price and energy security, opening up the path to a more
secure future.

Europe’s energy resources are far from trivial, with

coal reserves amounting to nearly 13 of the global
total, suf cient to support current levels of production
for nearly 300 years.

According to the European Commission,
technically recoverable shale gas resources in Europe
amount to some 14 trillion cubic metres, between four
and ve times greater than the proven reserves of
natural gas. In other words, shale gas would be
suf cient to support current levels of European gas
production for more than 50 years.

In 2014 the European Commission concluded that
the volumes produced will not make Europe self-
suf cient in gas, but could help to reduce prices’. That
conclusion is obviously correct, and applies with e ual
force to coal, oil, and conventional natural gas
resources.
Go to www.net erowatch.com for the full feature
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5PDPNNFNPSBUF UIF ��UI BOOJWFSTBSZPG UIF MBVODI PG UIF UIJSE HFOFSBUJPO3PWFS ��� 	3�
 UIF 3PWFS ��� � ���0XOFST $MVC IBT QVCMJTIFE BO �� QBHF GVMMDPMPVS CPPLMFU XJUI DPOUSJCVUJPOT GSPNNBOZ PG UIF 3PWFS (SPVQ UFBN UIBU XFSFJOWPMWFE XJUI UIF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE MBVODIPG UIF DBS� 5IJT CPPLMFU JT BWBJMBCMF UPQVSDIBTF POMJOF GPS b�� GSPN UIF DMVC�IUUQT���XXX�SPWFS����PSH�VL�TIPQ

0MEDBST EPOˏU EJF UIFZ TJNQMZ CFDPNF#BOHFST� "PSEBCMF QSBDUJDBM BOESFMJBCMF USBOTQPSUBUJPO GPS UIF QFPQMF�5IFZ EPOˏU OFFE UP TQFOE B GPSUVOF PO BCSBOE OFXNPUPS HFU JOUP EFCU PS USBQQFEJOUP B TQJSBM PG EFTQBJS CFUUFS LOPXO BT BOFBTZ QBZNFOU TDIFNF� 0UIFST NBZTQFDJDBMMZ XBOU B #BOHFS 7BO -VYP#BOHFSPS )BQQZ 4IPQQFS 	TFF JOTJEF GPS EFUBJMT
�5IJT #BOHFSQFEJB DPOUBJOT ��� NPEFMT POPFS JO UIF 6, DBS NBSLFU XJUIEFTDSJQUJPOT CBTJD TQFDJDBUJPOT CSJFGCVZJOH UJQT BOE B SJEJDVMPVT SBUJOH TZTUFN�+BNFT 3VQQFSU JT CFTU LOPXO GPS XSJUJOH#BOHFSOPNJDT %FNPUPSJ[FE BOE UFMMJOH UIFOF SFBEFST PG "VUPDBS XIJDI VTFE DBST UPCVZ FWFSZ XFFL�

%FTQJUF BQQFBSBODFT JU JTOˏU B GBDU BOETUBU CBTFE IJTUPSZ PG UIF CPYZ #FSUPOFEFTJHOFE WFSTJPO PG UIF #SJUJTI -FZMBOE.JOJ� 5IF BVUIPS 'SBOL ,JSUMFZ EPFT LOPXIJT DBST CVU OPU UP UIF FYUFOU UIBU JU XPVMECPSF TPNFPOF XIP XBTOˏU JOUP WFIJDMFT�5IFCPPL JUTFMG MPPLT HSFBU PO ZPVS CFETJEFUBCMF OPU MFBTU CFDBVTF UIF DPWFS GFBUVSFT BQFSJPE 	����T
 %VUDI SFHJTUFSFE *OOPDFOUJ��� XJUI B NPPO SPPG BOE BEEFE XJOHEBNBHF QJDUVSFE PO B EVTUZ &VSPQFBONPVOUBJO QBTT� 5IJT TVHHFTUT BT ZPV SFBE BGFX DIBQUFST JO UIBU UIF TUPSZ JOTJEF NBZXFMM CF ˎCBTFE PO B GBJSMZ USVF TUPSZ �ˏ %SJWJOHBSPVOE 4QBJO BOE 'SBODF JO B CPYZ NJOJXIJMTU JOWPMWFE JO B DPME XBS TQZ QMPU JT BNBTTJWF QMVT QPJOU� *U JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSEUIFSF BSF TPNF UXJTUT CVU JU JT EFMJHIUGVM UPCF BCMF UP HFU JOUP UIF CBDL TFBU PG UIF *OOJBOE HP BMPOH GPS UIF XJME SJEF�
IUUQT���XXX�TNBTIXPSET�DPN�CPPLT�

5IJT JT UIF OPU RVJUF EFOJUJWF IJTUPSZ PGIPX QBSLJOH CFDBNF BO JOEVTUSZHPWFSONFOUT PWFSUBYFENPUPSJTUTDBSNBLFST MJFE BCPVU IPX TBGF BOEFOWJSPONFOUBMMZ GSJFOEMZ UIFZ XFSF BOEUFTUFE UIFJS FNJTTJPOT PONPOLFZT BOEIVNBOT� "MTP XIZ SPCPU DBST BSF TPEBOHFSPVT BOE FMFDUSJD DBST BSF OPU UIFBOTXFS� "MTP XIP JT CFIJOE UIF POHPJOHQMBO UP %FNPUPSJ[F UIF XPSME� 1SJOUFE JO���� JU QSFEJDUFE UIF GVUVSF XJUI UFSSJGZJOHBDDVSBDZ�#VZ JU CFGPSF JU HFUT CBOOFE� /PXVQEBUFE XJUI B $IBQUFS BMM BCPVU XIBUIBQQFOFE SFDFOUMZ JO ���� UP TDSFX UIFBWFSBHF NPUPSJTU� #BOHFSOPNJDT #PPLTBWBJMBCMF BMTP BT 1%'T UP EPXOMPBE BUXXX�CBOHFSOPNJDT�DPNA

FCMBookClub

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends. We would
encourage you to go to
our related
www.bangernomics.com
Site to buy books and
things that support
what we do. Sticking up
for the Motorist.
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THEULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVIDMILLOY £8.001BDLFE XJUI GBDUT USJWJB BOE TUBUJTUJDT5IF 6MUJNBUF 2VJ[ #PPLT BSF UIF RVJ[CPPLT UIBU OPU POMZ HJWFT UIF BOTXFS UPFBDI PG JUT NVMUJQMF�DIPJDF RVFTUJPOT CVUBMTP UFMMT UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE JU� 4P JG ZPVˏWFFWFS XBOUFE UP LOPX UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE BDFSUBJO DBS CFJOH NFOUJPOFE JO B /BUJPOBM4FDVSJUZ NFNP UP 1SFTJEFOU +JNNZ$BSUFS PS BCPVU B )PMMZXPPE MNTUBSˏTBQQFBSBODF JO B SPVOE PG UIF #SJUJTI4BMPPO $BS $IBNQJPOTIJQ UIFO UIF$MBTTJD $BS JT UIF CPPL GPS ZPV� *G ZPV BSFB GBO PG NPUPSTQPSU UIFO UIF '� EFMJWFSTGBTDJOBUJOH GBDUT CZ UIF IVOESFET� /PUPOMZ UIBU CZ CVZJOH UIFTF CPPL ZPVˏMM CFIFMQJOH PUIFST ˊ UIF BVUIPS XJMM EPOBUF BUMFBTU ��� PG IJT SPZBMUJFT UP DIBSJUZ�5IBUˏT BOPUIFS HSFBU SFBTPO UP CVZ OPUKVTU POF CVU CPUI UIFTF CPPLT� 'SFF $BS.BH ˎ#PPLTˏ PG UIF ZFBS�

WorldofBooks

PEUGEOT205GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEYPUBLISHING £14.99$PWFST UIF FOHJOFFSJOH BOE EFTJHOGFBUVSFT UIBU NBEF UIF ��� TP TQFDJBM�8JUIJO B TUZMJTI EFTJHO JU PFSFE B WBSJFUZPG MJWFMZ QFUSPM BOE EJFTFM FOHJOFT XIJMFUIF TVTQFOTJPO XJUI .BD1IFSTPO TUSVUTBU UIF GSPOU BOE UPSTJPO BSNT XJUI USBJMJOHBSNT BU UIF CBDL PFSFE FYDFMMFOU SJEFBOE IBOEMJOH� 4PPO UIF STU (5* WFSTJPOXBT QSPEVDFE XJUI BO FBHFS GSFF�SFWWJOH���� FOHJOF� *O ���� B ���� WFSTJPO XBTJOUSPEVDFE� %SBXJOH PO IJT QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF PG ESJWJOH B SFOPWBUFE1FVHFPU ��� (5* .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO BMTPQSPWJEFT BEWJDF PO SFTUPSBUJPO QBSUT BOEPUIFS PXOFSTIJQ UJQT�

THEMANCHESTERHEINKEL
MATTHEWCORRIGAN £8.99)FSF JT UIF GPSHPUUFO TUPSZ PG UIF POMZQMBOF UP CF TIPU EPXO PWFS (SFBUFS.BODIFTUFS JO 8PSME 8BS 5XP� 5IF)FJOLFM )F��� XBT CSPVHIU EPXO JO BEPH HIU PWFS 4UPDLQPSU JO .BZ ���� BOEUIF QMBOF MBOEFE OFBS B GBSN�"NB[JOHMZ UIF GPVS (FSNBO DSFXNFNCFSTTVSWJWFE BOE XFSF 0OF FZFXJUOFTT B MPDBMTPMJDJUPS XFOU PWFS UP UIF TJUF PG UIF DSBTIUP IFMQ BOE QVU UIF (FSNBO QJMPU VOEFSDJUJ[FOT BSSFTU� .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO IFBSE UIFTUPSZ HSPXJOH VQ BOE XBT TVSQSJTFE UIBUUIFSF XBT TP MJUUMF SFDPSET PS JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU IJT NPNFOUPVT FWFOU TP EFDJEFE UPSFTFBSDI BOE XSJUF UIJT CPPL�

OSPREY -MATTHEWCORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.950413&: �� 0WFSIFBE 4ZTUFN 1SPEVDJOH3FOFXBCMF &OFSHZ JT BO BVEBDJPVTTDIFNF UP IBSOFTT IJHI�BMUJUVEF XJOEQPXFS� *T JU B CSFBLUISPVHI JO DMFBOFOFSHZ PS B GBS�GFUDIFE GBOUBTZ EFTJHOFEUP FYUPSU NJMMJPOT 4FU JO SFDFTTJPO�IJU .BODIFTUFS 0TQSFZ JT BCSJMMJBOUMZ TBUJSJDBM OPWFM UIBU MJGUT B MJE POFWFSZUIJOH GSPN QIPOF IBDLJOH UP DMJNBUFDIBOHF IZTUFSJB� 5PQJDBM DPOUSPWFSTJBM BOEXPSSZJOHMZ CFMJFWBCMF 0413&: JT B UBMF PGQBOJD HSFFE BOE QFPQMF PO UIF NBLF�
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*O -FTTFS 4QPUUFE $MBTTJDT NPUPSJOH XSJUFS %BWJE .JMMPZ CSJFZ UFMMT UIFTUPSZ CFIJOE FBDI PG UXFOUZ�POF HSFBU DBST UIBU BSF B SBSF TJHIU PO 6,SPBET� %BWJE�T MVDJE XFMM SFTFBSDIFE UFYU JT TVQFSCMZ BDDPNQBOJFE CZCFTQPLF JMMVTUSBUJPOT ˊ POF GPS FBDI DBS � CZ 3VTTFMM 8BMMJT B QSPGFTTJPOBMJMMVTUSBUPS XIP IPMET B EFHSFF JO "VUPNPUJWF %FTJHO� *U�T GVO JOGPSNBUJWFBOE BPSEBCMF � OP DMBTTJD DBS FOUIVTJBTU� TIPVME CF XJUIPVU JU� "OE CZCVZJOH JU ZPV�MM CF IFMQJOH PUIFST� ��� PG %BWJE BOE 3VTTFMM�T SPZBMUJFTGSPN TBMFT XJMM HP UP DIBSJUZ� 5IBUˏT UIF PDJBM MJOF CVU BDUVBMMZ JU JT BMMRVJUF USVF� 5IF JMMVTUSBUJPOT NBLF JU CVU UIF DIPJDF PG DMBTTJDT JT JOTQJSFE�5IF MBOETDBQF GPSNBU JT WFSZ TBUJTGZJOH UP IPME BOE SFBE� #VZ JU�

*G ZPV MPWFE UIF 6MUJNBUF $MBTTJD $BS 2VJ[ #PPL UIFO ZPV XJMMBEPSF /VNCFS � XIJDI JT NPSF PG UIF TBNF CVU XJUI EJFSFOURVFTUJPOT BOE BOTXFST� #VZ JU� 4QBDF MFGU GPS VQDPNJOH .JMMPZ#PPLT���

FCMBookClub2

More Books by the
better half of the
Bangers and Classics
Podcast...
David Milloy. A
proportion goes to
charity which proves
what a jolly good egg
he is. Do some good
and buy some great
books.



‘The Circular Cars Initiative (CCI) is a private/public sector collaboration 
focused on leveraging new technologies and business models to align the 
automotive industry with a 1.5C climate scenario.’

‘Inefficient utilization of cars is also a problem. Privately-owned vehicles 
are only in use about 5% of the time, and even then, they tend to operate 
at low passenger capacity’ 

The World Economic Forum want more complicated unaffordable cars and 
would prefer it if you didn’t drive so much and shared a bus.
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